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When your actions to save millions from the Tyranny of the Corporations lead to everyone wanting

to enact their own brand of revenge against you or those you protect, could you step up and

continue to fight for whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s right?The effects of the Nano Liberation continue to reverberate

around the world, bringing down some of the mightiest Corporations and creating further

repercussions and victims. Nano Technic has been put under government control, and the

Corporations former paramilitary arm, including its agents and operators, have been handed over to

the authorities, but theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not going down without a fight. A large group of them break free

to pursue a misguided agenda against the government, and itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s FrankieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s job to

hunt them down and stop them before they create an international disaster. Meanwhile, cyborg

mercenary Hellion is back, and out for FrankieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s blood. If that wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t enough, the

effects of the Nano Liberation are about to get a whole lot more personal for Frankie as her parents

get caught up in the unfolding events. Frankie must hunt down these former corporate operative

terrorists, while avoiding HellionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attentions and negotiating the mess that is her personal

life, before something gets out of control and kills her or creates an international incident. Everyone

is out for vengeance, and only Frankie stands in their way. The forth book in The New Prometheus

Series, a Cyberpunk Action thriller, is a must read for fans of Ghost in the Shell, Blade Runner,

Dredd, Appleseed, Akira, The Matrix, Robocop and Total Recall.
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Frankie's Dad is an ass!! He Mum understands. Her friend Oliver is killed just as they were starting

to see each other. What else can happen!!

Frankie, everyone's reluctant cyborg is back and stumbling through another maze of circumstances

that somehow she manages to survive. The action is engrossing, don't get me wrong, but like most

of us, she is caught up in the moment, barely managing to survive the Machiavellian plans of the

Corporations. And she meets her greatest enemy, Hellion in battle, love is found almost, lost sorta,

and she endures. Helluva good read, and I recommend this book to anyone that wants one. Fast

paced action, and a tricky plot that will draw you in. What more would you want?

Prometheus Vengeance, the fourth book in the series continues to develop both the Characters

their interactions and the world that they live in while still providing the reader with an exciting and

exhilarating read. Again I found myself reading this in the early hours of the morning when all

"normal" people are sleeping. a very hard book to put down, it keeps the reader on the edge if the

their seat waiting to see what was going to happen next. Andrew has shown that not only can he

right a good storey but also know how to continue it, without losing the flow of the series.this book,

as with the other books in the series can be read on its own. Again I warn that this series may lead

to a "cyberpunk" addition.

I love these stories , they are different from other books and that is great . I recommend reading this

to all .

Great close out volume. Writing getting more vivid and visual. Characters and actions are better

described!

great read,

Good folowup on the previous 3 books. Hate to see the end of the series.



Fast past and exception writing makes this a must read.
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